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Special Veganuary
Edition
The Rise of
Flexitarianism

New Year Value
Save 15% on BAKO
Select Thaw & Serve
Sourdough Breads

WELCOME
TO IN THE MIX

Dear Customer,
As we wave goodbye to another challenging year, I hope everyone had the
opportunity to enjoy a great Christmas break and rang in the New Year with a
bang.
BAKO are kicking off the year by celebrating Veganuary, the fast growing, monthlong event focusing on plant-based dietary choices, which more and more of the
public are set to be opening their minds (and their mouths) to in the very near
future. Over the past few years, our product range has expanded in response to
the demand for quality, vegan-friendly bakery; catering to businesses that want to
make sure no potential customer is lost, regardless of dietary restrictions. Keep
reading to learn more!
Speaking of the future, check out our Q&A with Lucas Fussnegger, President of The
Alliance for Bakery Students and Trainees. Lucas tells us all about how the ABST,
with the support of sponsors like BAKO, is championing the next generation of
bakers, ensuring that those with a passion for the craft have the best foundation
on which to build a successful career.
Though bakeries are not alone in feeling the financial pressure at this time of year,
I know that for our customers, good value products and ingredients are more vital
than ever. That's why we're starting the year as we mean to go on- with a whole
host of discounts across our product range. Be it 25% off bakery essentials like
gloves and aprons, an incredible introductory price on our new BAKO Select D
Shaped Pasty or discounts on 15 different vegan product lines, there are sure to be
money-saving opportunities you won't want to miss inside.
See you next time,

EDITOR
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Peter

Q: How has the baking industry
changed over the course of your
history and how have you
adapted?

Presidential Q&A
with Lucas Fussnegger

Q:

What is the purpose of the ABST?

A:
Our sole purpose is to support and
assist our Bakery Students & Trainees in the
UK and Ireland. This could be via organising a
competition, a networking opportunity or
provide training sessions. Our organisation is
focused on bringing the industry closer to our
Bakery students & trainees to open up the
network to find a future employer.

Q:
Why did you want to get involved
with the organisation?
A:
In Germany every Baking apprentice
has to work 50% in a Bakery and 50% in
University in order to be able to start a career
within the Baking industry. I have always felt
this route is a far more effective way for
students to be able to gain key life skills, build
upon experience and create contacts at the
beginning of their career. This is what I feel
ABST can offer, through this organisation I am
able to help the students and Trainees in the
UK prepare for their future careers. I am able
to try and get as many sponsors within the
industry to attend events and create a
networking pathway that wasn't necessarily
available to them before.

Q:
What resources and support do you
offer your members?
A:
The ABST organise events and
competitions
that
open
up
unique
opportunities for the trainees and students.
Our committee has a vast amount of
knowledge in the UK Baking industry and this
enables us to share and educate as part of the
ABST. Without all our volunteers, we could not
be where we are today. The best way to rise
within an Industry is through contacts and
having an opportunity to be seen. There is no
better way to be seen than entering
competitions and showing your talent.

A:
The baking industry is one of
the only industries that always moves
on but never changes. Baking is
something that will always throw
challenges at you but the good
basics willold
always work. Technology has moved
on a lot, however without the talented bakers
even those won't work. Our industry is shaped
by talented people that find innovation within
the heritage of Baking. You can't re-invent
bread making, but you can find different ways
to make it better.

Q:
Can you tell us about some of the
events and awards you organise?
A:
The baking industry is one of the only
industries that always moves on but never
changes. Baking is something that will always
throw challenges at you but the good old
basics will always work. Technology has moved
on a lot, however without the talented bakers
even those won't work. Our industry is shaped
by talented people that find innovation within
the heritage of Baking. You cannot re-invent
bread making, but you can find different ways
to make it better.

Q:
How do your sponsorship partners like
BAKO help the next generation bakers?
A:
We are very thankful to have our
sponsors and Donors. Without these funds we
wouldn't be able to continue to support our
bakery students & trainees. To have the whole
industry present at our Conference is
something very special and important to the
ABST. This is the biggest opportunity for the
students & trainees to talk directly with future
employers. There are a lot of reasons why we
need to have as many sponsors as possible.
Not only will it allow us to offer our
membership for free but also offer help to our
students & trainees so that they can attend the
conference to show their talent and inspire
them into a future Baking career.

Visit www.abst.org.uk for more info
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25%
OFF
12505
Green Yarn
Mop Head
x1

32430
Centrefeed
Blue Roll 2
ply x6

12498
Small
Powdered
Latex-free
Gloves x100

12520
Medium
Washing Up
Gloves
x1 Pair

12496
Medium
Powdered
Latex-free
Gloves x100

12497
Large
Powdered
Latex-free
Gloves x100

12502
Disposable
Aprons
x100
4

BAKERY
ESSENTIALS

12493
Galvanised
Pan
Scourers
x10
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NEW

Vegan Red Thai Slice
Butternut squash , green
beans, onions, carrots & red
peppers, cooked & seasoned
with Thai spices, wrapped in
puff pastry.
Frozen - unbaked
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Product Code: 93170

36 x 175g

D Shaped Pasty
Minced Beef & Vegetables in a
D shaped light puff pastry
Frozen - unbaked

Product Code: 84226
36 x 180g

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY

DEC 22
&
JAN 23

NEW

PRICE
ONLY

49p

PER
PASTY

£17.64 PER CASE
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82481
82482
82483
82484
82485

Vegan 6" Sausage Roll
Vegan Peppered Steak Slice
Vegan Steak Pie
Vegan Chicken & Mushroom Pie
Vegan Pasty

66x122g
36x179g
24x242g
24x242g
30x226g
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15%
OFF!

19000 BBMF Butter 16x 500g
19001 BBMF Butter 4x 2.5kg
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BAKO Code: 44017

12

12.5kg
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Violife Original
39245
39246
39247

Grated 4x2.5kg
Grated 4x500g
Slices 4x1kg
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BAKO Code: 80221
36x170g

15%
OFF!
16

17
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WITH EVERY
ORDER IN JAN

BAKO Product Code: 39230
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Becketts A11 Classic Rindless Unsmoked Bacon
2.25kg 80284

£0.50
R
E
P
F
F
O
CASE
Truly 5 Colour Mini Eggs
3kg

29199
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12.5kg

15kg
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